Control of resolution and perception in working memory.
Mechanisms underlying and controlling resolution and perception in working memory are studied by means of a pulse-coupled network model. It is shown that the adaptivity, i.e. the degree to which previous activity affects the ability to fire, of the excitatory units can control several aspects of the network dynamics in a coordinated way to enable multiple items to be resolved and perceived in working memory. One basic aspect is the complexity of the dynamics that regulates the temporal resolution of several items. The slow NMDA-receptor-mediated component of synaptic couplings to excitatory units facilitates successive activations of a given item. The dimension of the activated subspace of the complete available neural representation space is gradually decreased as adaptivity is reduced. It is also shown that the formation of perception by sufficiently intense and coherent activation of different features of an object can be controlled concurrently with resolution by the adaptivity. The mechanisms derived can account for the observed capacity of working memory with respect to number of items consciously resolved and also for the observed temporal separation of different items. Numerous observations link neuromodulators to cognitive functions and to various brain disorders involving working memory. Based on the influence of various neuromodulators on neuronal adaptivity, the model can also account for neuromodulatory regulation of working memory functions.